Lancashire Cat Club Show March 2016. Judge Ms Kaye Wilson
I was standing in for Judy Potter today as she could not attend so I do hope I did not disappoint
any exhibitors as a result. Congratulations to Chris and her team for a well run show, as per usual.
A.C. Burmese Grand Champion (Imp Gr Ch), Male
1st Imp Gr. CC awarded
Bridges’ GR CH SANLIS BROWN’D OFF, (BUR n) M 19.2.14
Good sized brown lad, just 2 years old so still maturing. Short wide wedge, tapering to a good blunt
muzzle, providing the typical Burmese wedge shape. Medium sized ears, with very good width
between them, showing slight rounding. Lovely large lustrous chartreuse eyes, well rounded lower
line, and a straighter curve to the top line, set with a gentle slant towards his nose; very pleasing
expression with typical shape for the breed. Well defined nose break. Fairly short nose, showing
slight concave line in profile, rolling off to nose leather. His chin has good depth an sits just level
with nose. Correct bite. Weighty body, medium sized, musculature developing well. Strong yet
elegant legs, oval paws, straight back, rounded chest, strong elegant neck. His tail appears a little
thick due to the length of coat on it, but is medium thick tapering to a rounded tip and balances
lengthwise. Overall his coat is slightly longer than I'd prefer but has a rich seal brown colour, with a
good gloss.This boy has a wonderful relaxed gentle temperament, very easy to handle and cuddle.
Res Imp Gr CC awarded
Giles’ GR CH SILKY MAJESTY QUINTESSENTIAL (IMP) (BUR b) M 25.9.14
Younger lad, just a year and a half, requiring more maturity to get his competitive edge, but shows
a great deal of potential for the coming months. Overall, good head type, with a short wedge and
good width at his cheeks. Rounding between medium large ears, although not as broad across the
top as my winner. Lovely broad blunt muzzle. Chin has good depth but slips back slightly. Well
defined break, shortish and practically straight nose. Stunning colour to his eyes which are a
golden yellow, and a good shape and set. Overall he is a smaller framed lad, and I’d prefer him to
be larger. He feels firm and muscular but still adolescent. Slender legs, oval paws and very well
shaped tail of very good length. His coat is a warm chocolate, fairly even over his body, a good
shorter length fine but lacking a degree of sleekness to its texture to help is lay as well as it could.
Super temperament, he just couldn't stop head butting me.
Brown Burmese Adult
BOB awarded to my Imperial Winner
Bridges’ GR CH SANLIS BROWN’D OFF, (BUR n) M 19.2.14
( see above )
Blue Burmese Adult
1st and CC and BOB awarded to
McCormick’s RAWEKE FIRENZE (BUR a) F 5.6.15
Although only just adult but this girl has excellent overall type having a well proportioned short
wedge on excellent width at cheeks and across the top of her head, tapering to a short muzzle
which finishes broad and bluntly, creating the perfect Burmese wedge shape. In profile she has, a
gently rounded brow, a short straight nose and medium depth, level chin. Her ears are a largish
medium in size, with rounded tips and broad base. well set to follow on for her wedge shape. Large
lustrous eyes, very well shaped, exhibit full rounding to lower kine and a straighter curve to top line
which slants gently to towards the nose creating the typical expression. Her eyes are yellow with a
chartreuse inner ring. Just 9 months, so hopefully still time to grow, as I’d prefer her larger in her
frame to be typical. She is a good weight for her size. Slender elegant legs, neat oval paws and
correct tail. Her coat texture is fine and satin like, short in length and an even pleasant mid blue.
She behaved well. Congratulations.
also considered for BOB

Robinson’s UK OB IMP GR CH ROSSIKHAN VELVETMISS (BUR a) F 5.4.07
A very elegant older girl who has a good deal of style. Gently rounded top of head, with good width
at her cheeks and tapering to a moderately short, gently rounded muzzle.she has a well defined
nose break, straight, fairly short nose, shallow, level chin. Her eyes are super, large lustrous and of
excellent shape, and an expression that melts your heart. She has slightly large ears, well set.
She is a lovely true medium size, with excellent weight and yet beautifully elegant. Slender limbs
and neat oval paws. Tail slightly fine, and a fraction short. Shortish, fine textured coat, soft pale
blue, pleasing silvering. A gentle lady, just pipped for BOB by the stronger head type of the
youngster today.
Brown Burmese Neuter
Awarded BOB to
Bridges’ UK OG IMP GRCH & IMP GR PR SANLIS SHAMELESS (BUR n) FN 12.11.10
Beautiful lady of excellent overall type. Typical wide wedge, with excellent short blunt muzzle and
rounding between ears. Good overall head depth. Profile shows rounding over brow, a well defined
break and a short nose with the tiny rise and a level chin of medium depth. Perfect ears for size
shape and set. Chartreuse eyes set well apart with full rounding to lower line, curved top line and a
characterful expression. She is a compact medium size, weighty and muscular. Strong rounded
chest and straight back, slender elegant legs neat oval paws and well shaped medium thick tail.
Her coat is a glossy rich seal, short with a satin like texture, and well coloured to the roots.
Excellent condition and a super example of the breed.

